Global Automotive Scenarios Service
In conjunction with:
LMC’s Global Automotive Scenarios Service assesses the impact of potential shocks
to the global macroeconomic landscape, and the resulting effects on light vehicle
sales and production. This service provides a means for decision makers within the
automotive industry to remain informed of potential risks in the face of a constantly
changing global economy.
The Essentials


Oxford Economics provides analysis
on repercussions to the global
macroeconomic climate in the wake
of potential global disruptions



In each publication, the range of scenarios
considered is updated to include the most
relevant global events



LMC Automotive outlines the effects of these
disruptions on future regional and global
light vehicle industries



The consequences are quantified in the form
of: adjusted sales and production forecasts,
alternative medium- and long-term outlooks,
and adjusted GDP growth

Deliverables
Quarterly editions of the web-based
report, as well as full online browsing and
download access to the report and data via
LMC Automotive’s Interactive Delivery
System

For information about how our services can help enhance your business, please contact us at forecasting@lmc-auto.com.

LMC AUTOMOTIVE
LMC Automotive provides the highest quality global sales and
production forecasts for light vehicles and medium/heavy commercial
vehicles, along with forecasts of engine and transmission supply and
demand.

Services

Events

• More than thirty global and regional services

• Continual updates and improvements to our
catalogue of services, reflecting changes in the
industry

• May: Light Vehicle Seminars
Frankfurt & London
• October: Fall Automotive Conference
Michigan, USA
• October: Asia Pacific Outlook Conferences
Shanghai, China & Tokyo, Japan
• November: Global Truck Industry Seminar
London, UK

Visit our services page for more information about
our reports and forecasts

Interested in attending? Visit our events page for
information on how you can join us

• Production, sales and powertrain forecasts for all
light vehicles and medium/heavy commercial
vehicles

Webinars

Contact

• Monthly webinars for all clients

• Seven offices & affiliates across five regions

• Outlook for every key region and discussion
of critical issues influencing the global automotive
market

• Industry-leading customer support service
You can visit us at www.lmc-auto.com or send us an
email at forecasting@lmc-auto.com to speak with one
of our industry experts directly

Browse the full schedule of our webinar series

OXFORD
FRANKFURT
DETROIT
SHANGHAI
TOKYO
BANGKOK

SÃO PAULO

For information about our services, please visit our website at: www.lmc-auto.com.

